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Getting Started
[3]
1. Use Reference Sources [4] to jumpstart your research, to get ideas, search terms, context, and more.
2. Find Books, Journal Titles and Media in Stanford's Online Catalog, SearchWorks. [5]
3. Find Articles in Selected Databases. [6]

Note: Stanford subscribes to over 1000 Databases [7] that index articles and books on various topics. Since there
are so many databases we recommend a select subset of databases [6] which will give you access to articles in a
wide variety of subject areas.

4. Find Resources on your Course Theme. Click the link(s) below.

Find Dream Resources [8]

Find Dream Resources
[9]
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Selected Rare Books in Special Collections
All the year round dream book : containing dreams that come at all times of the night: alphabetically arranged, with their
true meanings and significations, [10] 1905.
A treatise on the incubus, or night-mare, disturbed sleep, terrific dreams, and nocturnal visions, [11] 1816
The Universal dream dictionary: shewing the signification of all manner of dreams, alphabetically arranged, [12]1810.

Selected Books at Green Library
Dreaming in the world's religions : a comparative history [13]
American dreamers : what dreams tell us about the political psychology of conservatives, liberals, and everyone else [14]
The history of last night's dream : discovering the hidden path to the soul [15]
The dream experience : a systematic exploration [16]
What do children dream? [17]

Sample Searchworks [5] Subjects
(Note: Stanford Libraries have almost 1000 items under the subject heading of “Dreams”)
Dreams [18]
Dreams—Religious Aspects[19]
Dream Interpretation [20]
Sleep--Physiological aspects [21]

Selected Film
The Mind awake and asleep [videorecording] [22]
Waking life [videorecording] [23]

Rarities in Microfilm / Online Format
The moste pleasuante arte of the interpretacion of dreames, [24] 1576.
The divine dreamer, or A short treatise discovering the true effect and power of dreames, [25] 1641
A groats worth of wit for a penny, or, The interpretation of dreams, [26] 1670

Suggested search terms in the Selected Databases [27] (see subject area for each database):
dream interpretation
dreams and analysis
dreams and reality
dreams and religion

Selected Website
DreamGate [28]: people and organizations interested in the world of dreams and dreaming
Dream Moods [29]: dream interpretation site
The Science Behind Dreams and Nightmares [30]: NPR Talk of the Nation [audio]
DreamTime with Bob Hoss [31]: 2007 radio series, 14 shows on the research and science of dreaming [audio]

Psychology [32]
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